For many linear problems, in order to check whether a certain property is true for all matrices A from an interval matrix A, it is su cient to check this property for nitely many \vertex" matrices A 2 A. J. Rohn has discovered that we do not need to use all 2 n 2 vertex matrices, it is su cient to only check these properties for 2 2n?1 2 n 2 vertex matrices of a special type Ayz. In this paper, we show that a further reduction is impossible: without checking all 2 2n?1 matrices Ayz, we cannot guarantee that the desired property holds for all A 2 A. Thus, these special vertex matrices provide an optimal nite characterization of linear problems with inexact data.
where A is a matrix with components A ij , A is a matrix with components A ij , and A B means that A ij B ij for all i and j.
We say that an interval matrix A satis es a property P (e.g., is non-singular or positive de nite) is all matrices A 2 A satisfy this property. It is known that for many such properties, an interval matrix satis es the property P if and only if all its vertex matrices, i.e., matrices for which A ij 2 fA ij ; A ij g for all i and j, satisfy this property. Thus, in order to check whether a given interval matrix satis es the property P, it is su cient to check this property for a nite set of vertex matrices.
This set is nite but huge: e.g., for n n square matrices, we have 2 n 2 possible vertex matrices; as a result, for large n, checking all such matrices requires an unrealistic amount of computation time.
In 3, 6] , it was shown that for many properties P, we do not need to check all these matrices: it is su cient to use vertex matrices from the following special A yz (corr., A yy ) are needed. To be more precise: there exist cases when the property P holds for all but one of these matrices and still does not hold for the corresponding interval matrix A. In this sense, nite characterizations presented in 3, 6] are optimal.
These results are in good accordance with the fact that many of the corresponding problems are NP-hard (see, e.g., 2]) and therefore, less than exponential nite characterizations are not to be expected. In short, to get from B pq to A yz , we multiply each i-th row by e y i , and each j-th column by e z j . In particular, the matrix Aỹz corresponds to p = q = e. By de nition, the determinant of an n n matrix is a linear combination of the n-factor products, each of which contain exactly one component from each The values e Y and e Z are the products of 1's, so each of them is equal to 1.
Hence, to prove that all the matrices A yz , (y; z) 6 = (e y; e z); (?e y; ?e z), have the determinants of the same sign, it is su cient to prove that all the matrices B pq , (p; q) 6 = (e; e); (?e; ?e), have the determinants of the same sign.
We will show that all these matrices B pq are positive de nite and therefore, and the equality is possible only when x k e, x k p, and x k q (hence p k e and q k e), and p and q are on the same side of 0. Since p; q 2 Y , the only possibility for equality is, hence, when either p = q = e, or p = q = ?e. So, for all other pairs, the equality is impossible, and the matrix B pq is indeed positive de nite.
To complete the proof, we will show that det Aỹz = 0. As we have mentioned, this is equivalent to showing that det B ee = 0. Indeed, due to formula If we select an orthonormal basis in which e (1) = e=kek = e= p n, then, in this basis, we have (e x) = p n x 1 , hence, the formula (2.13) leads to Q = 2n x Proof. Let Since all the matrices A yy for y 6 = e y; ?e y were positive de nite, for su ciently small ", the new matrices B yy = A yy ? " I are still positive de nite. On the other hand, since the matrix Aỹỹ was positive semi-de nite, with one of the eigenvalues 0, the new matrix Bỹỹ = Aỹỹ has a negative eigenvalue ?" and hence, is not positive semi-de nite. So, for positive semi-de niteness, the theorem is also proven. Q.E.D. Proof. Let us rst show that such a pair exists for e y = e z = e. Indeed, in this case, we can pick a positive number " > 0 and take the following interval matrix:
A ij = (2n + ") ij ? e i e j ? e i e j ; (5:1) A ij = (2n + ") ij ? e i e j + e i e j ; For this choice, for every y; z 2 Y , we have b y = y and (A yz ) ij = (2n + ") ij ? e i e j ? y i z j :
In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have shown that for " = 0, this interval matrix is semi-de nite, hence, when we add " I, we get a positive de nite interval matrix { which is thus regular.
For y = z = e, the vector x = A ?1 ee b e is a solution to the linear system A ee x = e, i.e., to the system: (2n + ") x i ? 2(x e) = 1; (5:5) where (x; e) = P x i e i = P x i . Moving the term 2(x e) to the right-hand side and dividing both sides by 2n + ", we conclude that
2n + " :
The right-hand side of this formula does not depend on i, so x 1 = : : : = x n = const: Thus, (x e) = n x i , and the equation (5.5) leads to (2n + ") x i ? 2n x i = " x i = 1; (5:7) i.e., to to (A ee ) ij = (2n + ") ij ? 2e i e j is easy to compute: due to symmetry, it also has to have a similar form C 1 jk +C 2 e j e k ; multiplying the two matrices and equating the result with the unit matrix, we conclude that C 1 = 1 2n + " and C 2 = 2 " C 1 , hence: It can be shown that such high values cannot be achieved for any other matrix A yz . Indeed, e.g., the rst row of the inverse matrix A ?1 yz is a solution x to the linear system X j ((2n + ") ij ? e i e j ? y i z j ) x j = 1i ; (6:3) i.e., From these equations, we can get (similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.2) estimates on x i , hence on P x i = (e x) etc., and thus show that these components cannot be as high as (6.1), (6.2) .
For e y 6 = e and e z 6 = e, the proof is similar.
